Estimation of Bayesian Network Algorithms which adopt Bayesian Networks as the probabilistic model were one of the most sophisticated algorithms in the Estimation of Distribution Algorithms. However the estimation of Bayesian Network is key topic of this algorithm, conventional EBNAs adopt greedy searches to search for better network structures. In this paper, we propose a new EBNA which adopts Genet,ic Algorithm to search the structure of Bayesian Network. In order to reduce the computational complexity of estimating better network structures, we elaborates the fitness function of the GA module, based upon t,he synchronicity of specific pattern in the selected individuals. Several computational simulations on multidimensional knapsack problems show us the effectiveness of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
Estimation of Distribution Algorithms are a promising approach in the EC literature. Instead of crossover and mutation operations in t,he conventional GAS, the EDAs employ the probabilistic model estimated from selected individuals to generate the next generation. Such probabilistic models for EDAs are widely devised. EBNAs, which adopt Bayesian Networks as the probabilistic model, were one of the most sophisticated algorithms in the EDAs. In general, in order to generate the Bayesian Network from selected individuals, the score + search algorithm is used in the EBNAs. However the scoring methods are proposed in various, the search method is basically a kind of greedy algorithms because of the NP p r o p erty of searching better network structure of Bayesian Networks.
In this paper, we propose a new EBNA algorithm which has two populations: first one is ordinal EDA population, namely, it searches for good solutions in the given problem. The other one is a GA population whose individuals indicate partial network structures for the first population. In order to reduce the computat.ional complexity of estimating better network structures, we elaborates the fitness function of the GA module, based upon the synchronicity of specific pattern in the selected individuals.
In next section, we will explain conventional EDAs briefly. Then, we explain the proposed method in Section 3. In Section 4, several computer simulations are examined and confirm us effectiveness of our approaches, and finally, this paper is concluded.
ESTIMATION OF BAYESIAN NETWORK ALGORITHM

G e n e r a l F r a m e w o r k of EDAs
The Estimation of Distribution Algorithms are a class of evolutionary algorithms which adopt probabilistic models to reproduce the genetic information of the next generation, instead of conventional crossover and mutation operations. The probabilist,ic model is represented by conditional probability distributions for each variable (locus). This probabilistic model is estimated from the genetic information of selected individuals in the current generation. Hence, the pseudocode of EDAs can he written as Fig. 1 [l] . As the search method in the EBNABrc, an arcbased local search is adopted due to the NP property of searching the best structure for BNs.
EBNA with GA
Framework
In this paper, we propose a new EBNA algorithm which has two populations: first one is ordinal EDA population, namely, it searches for good solutions in the given problem. The other one is a GA population whose individuals indicate partial network structures for the first population. In this paper, we define "good" partial network structure as a set of variables whose values are frequently occurred in the selected individuals in the EDA population. The procedure of the proposed method is described in Fig. 2 . As described in this figure, CA search is carried out in every generation. In the case of EBNAsrc, the computat,ional cost of the calculations of the BIC score, which is used to measure of the effectiveness of network structures, is quite expensive. Hence, we introduce naive fitness evalnation method which evaluates how effective the partial structures (CA individuals) are. The following subsections describe the coding method, the fitness evaluation, and how to build Bayesian Net,work from evolved population, respectively.
Individual Representation
The GA module incorporated in the proposed method searches for good partial network structures. In order to represent partial network, each individual in the second population consists of 1 integer part and N bits string part, where N is the number of variables in the given problems, as described in Fig. 3 . The former part denotes antecedent node in the Bayesian Network, and the latter part shows which nodes are precedent variables for the antecedent node indicated by the former part. Hence, if an allele in the latter part is 1, corresponding node is activated as precedent variable for the antecedent variable.
Fitness Evaluation
In order to calculate the fitness for CA individuals, we first constitute the conditional probabilities table (CPT) of all couples of variables from the selected individuals Suppose that the probability such that a variable Xi has a value zi is represented by P ( X , = zi), and the conditional probability such that
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C O M P U T A T I O N A L SIMULATIONS Phenotype
Parameters and P r o b l e m Settings
In all the experiment whose results will be shown in the next subsection, we compare three kinds of evolutionary computations: Steady-State GA (SSGA) [SI, Estimation Bayesian Network Algorithm ( E B N A B I~) , and the proposed method. The GA pa- Fig. 3 . Coding method for t,he GA module a variable X i has a value z i if a variable X j has a value xi is denoted by P ( X i = x i l X j = z j ) . Moreover, let the most observed value at an antecedent node X , of GA individual in the selected individuals in the EDA population be x: and let value for each precedent variable j, which has t,he highest conditional to X , = x;, be xT*, i.e.,
x:* = argmaw P ( X a = z:lXj = zj)
'jEXj
Then, the fitness Fcaof an individual in the GA p o p ulation is calculated as Fca = 1 log(P(X, = z:lXj = z;*)P(X, = ~4')).
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In comparison with BIC score, this fitness measure might be insufficient to build general Bayesian Networks. However, in the case of applying the Bayesian Networks to solve optimization problems, we consider the fitness measure is sufficient and effective since (1) the EDA population tends to converge certain better solutions and ( 2 ) computational effort of this fitness is lower than the BIC score in equation (1).
Building Bayesian Networks
After GA search is finished, partial networks, i.e., survived individuals in the final GA population, are assembled into a network structure. The procedure of building a Bayesian Network is as follows: First, Network structure S is set to be 8. Next, GA population are sorted in accordance with their fitness. For each individual j in this sorted population, if the partial net,work represented by the individual j is consistent with the network structure S, then the partial network is added int.0 the network structure S. Here, "consistent situation" against existent network structure is (1) antecedent variable does not have any path to precedent variable in S, moreover, (2) none of precedent variables have any path to the other precedent variables in S.
rameters of SSGA, i.e., the population size, the mutation probability, and the crossover probability are set to be 100, 0.05, and 1.0, respectively. The population size and the size of selected population of the E B N A B I~ are set to be 3000 and 1000, respectively.
Those of the proposed method are the same as the EBNABIG. This paper applies the proposed method to largescaled combinatorial problems (multidimensional knapsack problems). In general, multidimensional knapsack problems are formulated as follow:
Here, c j , aij and bi are positive values, and xj is a binary value which takes 0 or 1.
In order to apply SSGA, E B N A B I~, and the proposed met,hod to t~he above multidimensional k n a p sack problems, we adopt the following fitness function in a similar manner to that used by Goldberg et al. [G] :
where 0 denotes the objective value of the given problem, i.e., the maximum value in equation (l), Cpenolty is a predefined coefficient for the penalty term, and e j indicates the quantity of constraint violation in each inequalit,y constraint in equation ( 3 ) . This paper uses the problems generated randomly as the problem instances of the multidimensional knapsack problems. Randomly Generated Multidimensional Knapsack problems (RGMK) are generated by the manner described by Sakawa el al. (71, and are described as follows: In equations (2) and ( 3 ) , t,he coefficients c j , aij are randomly set, in the interval [0, 999] by selecting them with uniform distribution. Moreover, the coefficients bi's are set by using a ran- 
Experimental Results
We compare the proposed method with SSGA and EBNABIG on t.he RCMK problems. Their results are depicted in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . The z axes in these figure indicate the number of variables. The y axis in Fig. 4 is the success ratio, namely, a ratio t,he iiuniber of finding opt,inial solutions to the t,otal number of experiments. On the other hand, the 2 1 axis in Fig. 5 . indicates the averaged nuniber of fitness evaluations until finding an optimal soliition in the case of siicccss experiments, i.e., t,his index is not, t,aking account. the experinient,s such that dgorit,hms converges into local opt,ima. In these experiments, the optimal solutions of RGMK are searched by Ip5olve in advance. These experiments are carried out until the nuniber of fitness evaluations is equal to ten million (RGMK). In RGMK, 10 problem instances are gcnerat,ed for each variable size, and 10 experiments arc carried out for each problem instance. The success ratio of the proposed method is dramatically improved that of EBNABIG but is similar to that of SSGA. Since the difference between t,he proposed method and E B N A B I~ is only how to generate Bayesian Networks, we can see GA module incorporated in t,he proposed method works well. On the other hand, the number of fitness evaluations of EBNABIG and the proposed method are less than SSGA's. In the case of applying to multidimensional knapsack problems, since t,he calculation of the fitness lias no so heavy computational cost and the estimating Bayesian Network takes a large amount of computational cffort, this difference does not affect computational t,ime. However, for problems which have the heavier computational cost of fitness: EBNAsrc and t,he proposed method would solve such problems faster than SSGA. In spite of the use of GA module in the proposed method, t,he computational time of estimating BN is shorter tlian E B N A B I~ in the case of high-dimensional problems. It is due to the difference of the computational complexity bet.ween the fitness evaluation method in the proposed method and the calculation of BIC score.
C O N C L U S I O N
In this paper, we proposed a new EBNA which adopts Genetic Algorithm to search t.he structure of Bayesian Network. In order to reduce the computational complexity of est,iniating better network structures, we elaborated the fitness function of the GA module, based upon the synchronicity of specific pattern in the selected individuals. Simulation results tell us that (1) the proposed method improve the success ratio of finding optimal solution in comparison with E B N A B I~, and (2) t.he proposed method searches for optimal solutions faster. Future work is (1) application to anot,her kind combinatorial problems and (2) analysis of the estimated Bayesian Networks.
